
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1 Sort the laundry into loads according to material type and/or colors. Note: There are 5 basic load types: 
A) White cottons and linens. 
B) Colorfast cottons and linens. 
C) White synthetics and cotton blends. 
D) Nylons and colored synthetics. 
E) Delicates. 

2. Place the Wonderwash on the edge of a sink of tub. 
3. Add the required amount of water and detergent according to the washing chart below. For best 

results and easier rinsing, make sure to add the detergent and water before 
adding the clothes. 

4. Add the laundry. 
5. Fit the pressure lid on the top of the machine, and turn clockwise about a one eighth turn-until it can't 

turn anymorre. Tighten the pressure knob at the top of the lid by turning clockwise until fully tight. 
6. Attach the handle and turn the machine at about one turn per second for the recommended time. 
7 After washing, unscrew the pressure lid by turning the pressure knob slowly to release the pressure. 
8. Remove pressure lid by turning counter-clockwise. 
9. To drain, insert the water release valve at the bottom right of the drum. To do so, push slightly in and 

turn the valve a quarter turn clockwise, until it clicks into position. Make sure the end of the water 
release valve is over a sink of basin. 

Washing Chart: 
Load(Ibs) 
1.1 
2.2 
3.3 
4.84 

% Full 
1/4 load 
1/2 load 
3/4 load 
full load 

Water(quarts) 
1.5 
3.0 quarts 
4.5 quarts 
6.0 quarts 

Detergent 
1 tablespoon 
2 tablespoons 
3 tablespoons 
4 tablespoons 

Wash Time 
1 minute 
1.25 minutes 
1.5 minutes 
2 minutes 

RINSING: 
Rinsing can be done by hand or in the machine. 

1. By hand. 
2. In the machine. After draining the dirty water, leave the laundry in the machine and fill with clean 

cold water. Replace the pressure lid, tighten and the turn the machine for about 30 seconds. Drain 
and wring dry. Repeat it necessary. 

WARNINGS: 
*Do not use boiling water. 
*Do not release the pressure lid on the machine after washing if the machine is still hot, as a vacuum can 

form when the machine cools down. 
*Do not store the machine with the pressure lid turned tight. 
*Do not overload the machine. 
*Keep machine and all laundry detergents away from children and pets. 

ATTENTION: 
The suction cups are designed to hold the machine in place during washing. ,.„ m __. _. 
There are small tabs in the front part of the suction cups, which are specially designed for removing 
the machine. You pull up on these tabs to easily remove the suction cup from the surface, if necessary 
(the suction force will vary depending upon the surface). 


